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"W-what's going on?’

The three guardians were shocked to see what was happening.

After that, they exchanged uncertain looks with each other!

They thought that the Dragon Corps was not a place just anyone could enter and that Leon would not even be able to get past

the main gate!

Yet, not only did the guards not stop Leon at all, they seemed to be very polite to Leom as if they knew him!

It greatly exceeded their expectations, and completely caught them off guard!

However, they thought about it, and National Security Department was just a subordinate department of the Dragon Corps!

The two guards in front of them were just lowly security guards, they were not even the lowest part of the Dragon Corps!

Leon knowing the two of them was nothing to shout at!

They might have just been familiar with Leon out of coincidence.

With that in mind, they calmed down a lot more, not taking the matter to heartl

"Mister Wolf, do you need anything?" The two guards asked, unsure of why Leon brought so many people over.

"Oh, it's like this. These three are criminals. I wanted to hand them over to Mister Scottson and Mister Jelphs to handle," Leon

pointed at the three guardians and explained.

The ones he was referring to were naturally his subordinates, Abraham and Oliver!

Since the Dragon Corps rarely dealt with private affairs between martial artists, and the three guardians were not some villainous

evildoers, he did not have the evidence to lock them up for their crimes!

If he wanted them to be confined for ten years, he would need Abraham and Oliver to look into what they’ve done!

Otherwise, he would not have the right to imprison the three of them even if he was a high-ranking member of the Platinum

Dragon Guard!

On top of that, he already gave Abraham and Oliver a call on the way.

However, they happened to be busy outside and were not inside on the day.

However, after they received his call, they immediately hurried back. They were still on the way.

"Yes, alright, we'll put them in the interrogation room first," The two guards said.

Right after that, they called a few of their companions over, helping Leon put the three into the investigation room!

"Spencer, Stephen, wait for me in the car!" Leon thought about it and ordered the Sharp brothers.

The Sharp brothers were not part of the Dragon Corps, it was better if they stayed outside!

"Yes!" They acknowledged, going back to the car.

After that, Leon walked inside and went to the interrogation room.

Inside, Leon walked over to the table and sat down, waiting for Abraham and Oliver to arrive.

In front of him were the three guardians.

The three of them sat on a bench, and had sour looks on their faces!
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